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Thousands of Hamas-linked terrorists planned to invade Israel on the Jewish 

New Year (Rosh Hashanah), which begins on September 24, according to an 

Israel security source.   

First reported by i24news, “thousands of terrorists were meant to cross over 

to Israel from Gaza through the tunnels and kill and kidnap as many Israelis 

as they could. The source added that the army learned about the huge planned 

attack during the interrogations of Hamas prisoners, captured during 

Operation Protective Edge in Gaza.”  

Reports state that Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu informed his cabinet about the foiled plot during 

a Thursday cabinet meeting. The leader of the Jewish State reportedly expressed to officials that if this attack 

was not stopped, the number of Israeli fatalities may have been higher than the over 2,200 deaths Israel suffered 

during 1973 Yom Kippur War.  

During Israel’s recent incursion into Gaza, Israel Defense Forces (IDF) have set their sights on destroying 

Hamas’ sophisticated tunnel system. In the past, the U.S.-designated terror group has successfully infiltrated the 

Jewish State, resulting in the killing and kidnapping of Israeli soldiers. The last occurrence was on July 19 when 

two IDF soldiers lost their lives and the assailants were able to escape back to Gaza through a tunnel. Gen. 

James T. Conway, USMC (ret.) recently returned from Israel, where he was joined by a dozen retired U.S. 

generals and admirals, sponsored by Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA). While there, the 

group toured a tunnel from Gaza recently discovered near an Israeli kindergarten.  

“Unlike tunnels that I had seen during the Iraq war that were designed for smuggling, this Hamas tunnel was 

designed for launching murder and kidnapping raids. The 3-mile-long tunnel was reinforced with concrete, lined 

with telephone wires, and included cabins unnecessary for infiltration operations but useful for holding 

hostages,” the retired General wrote in the Wall Street Journal.   

Israel has reportedly … 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: 
vhttp://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2014/07/25/Reports-Massive-Terrorist-Invasion-of-Israel-

Thwarted-by-Security-Forces 
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